
2 bed rooms high standing located at 100m 
from the beach

*
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Welcome to Biarritz! Thank you for chosing my
house and I hope you will enjoy your stay here.

I created this Welcome guide to make your stay
easier. 



*

 From the airport

 taxi (to hire 0559031818, or Eric Scaglia 0663391569 English 
spoken): around 30€ for a 10 minutes jouney

 bus n°14. Every hour (15 minutes trip)
The bus stop is in front of Biarritz city hall (3 minutes walking
to the flat).
to go back to the airport, the bus stop is at the corner of 
avenue Foch and rue Larralde (5 minutes walking from the 
flat).

 From the railways station
 taxi (to hire 0559031818, or Eric Scaglia 0663391569 English 
spoken): around 30€, 10 minutes to the flat

 bus n°8. Every 30 minutes. (Less than 15 minutes journey)
The bus stop is Continental at 100m of the flat.
To go back to the airport, the bus stop is at the corner of 
avenue Foch and rue Larralde (5 minutes walking from the    
flat).
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*3 bis avenue de la Marne 64200-Biarritz

Bus 14 

& 8

Bus 14 

& 8

Parking 

entrance

3 bis
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Maximum height in the parking: 1,90m
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Digicode: 5523
Or use magnetic key
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Street entrance code: 5523

Internet connection: Livebox 2664

Password: FA465132136FE780F8369183F5
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*Toilet : Only flush toilet paper. In particular
please do not flush tissue paper down the toilet, 
as it is not soluble and may clog the drainage.

*Kitchen & refrigerator : feel free to use any
cooking ustensils available in the kitchen. 
Please place everything back into it’s general
location before you leave.

Please dispose of any unused or uneaten items 
out before you leave.
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Check-in and check-out: around 4PM for check-in 
and 11AM for check-out

Neighbours: please respect our neighbours and 
keep your voice down after 11PM

Room: please keep the rooms clean
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2)  Select 
the program

3) Specific 
program

Bath room: washing machine

1) When the 
clothes are 
in

Close the door
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1) Select 
the program
Extra sec 

2) start

Bath room: dryer

3) When 
light on (fin)
You can 
open the 
door
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Bath room: shower

Water
temperature

Water on/off

When water on
Move down to have 
the upper shower 
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1)  On 

2)  Select 
the program

Switch on TV with 
Modem TV N°1, press 
Power.
Then, select video for
Movie or game
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Kitchen: Gas burner

Press and turn the button 
to the left
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Kitchen: Oven

1) Select the
way of cooking

2) Select the temperature 
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Kitchen: Microwave 1) open

2) Turn the button
to select cooking time

3) Select the power

4) start

http://media3.bsh-group.com/Documents/9000967460_I.pdf
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Kitchen: Dishwasher

3) on

2) Add rinse liquid

4) Select 
the program1) Put tablet

5) start
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KITCHEN: OTHER
Tools for the kitchen are 
in the drawers under the gas burner,
in the cupboard under the oven

and micro-wave

and in the wardrobe at the entrance 
(electric mixer, salad dryer …)
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* Port des pêcheurs : la Crampotte 30 (05 35 46 91 22) chez Sophie: Very good tapas 

* Chez Coco (05 59 26 28 10): very good pizzeria & Italian cuisine in the first Coco Chanel 
workshop (close to bookstore library)

* Port Vieux: les Baigneuses (14, Rue du Port Vieux · tel: 05 59 24 41 84): Sea food
restaurant

* Les Contrebandiers near the market (les Halles) (20, Avenue Victor Hugo, tel: 05 59 24 
02 27): Good tapas and wine

* Le Crabe Tambour close from plage des Basques (49, Rue d'Espagne,  tel: 05 59 23 24 
53): Good restaurant (fish specialist)

* Iqori: hotel Regina restaurant (52, Avenue de l'Impératrice . Tel: 05 59 41 33 00): Very
nice and reasonable price for such gastro experience

* Gaixoa (05 59 24 57 37) in front of the police station. Revamped local cuisine

* Dano: delicatessen-restaurant concept (5 tables only) (22 rue harispe, tel 0559438227)

* Wine bar:  la cave de mon père (St Charles. 05 59 26 23 10) & l’Artnoa 56 rue Gambetta 
(05.59.24.78.87)
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ANGLET : 

* - La Mouche qui louche (16 Avenue des Dauphins, 64600 Anglet Tel: 05 59 
29 51 86): nice and original cuisine. Close to the beach

* - Les Sardines (6 av Dauphins, 64600 ANGLET tel : 05 33 47 01 28): only
local products. Close to the beach

* Before the dinner and to see the sunset: la paillotte Lagunak small seasonal
house, only summer, (Prom. des Sources, 64600 Anglet  Tel: 06 61 76 19 03): 
close of Chambre d’amour beach. Just to take a drink

BIDART : 

* - Le bar du fronton (2, place sauveur atchoarena Tel: +33 6 08 43 05 52)

between the city hall and the tourist office: very friendly for tapa

* - La Tantina de la playa on the central beach (Plage du Centre Tel: 05 59 
26 53 56): fish restaurant with basque specialities
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GUETHARY:

* - Briketenia (142 Rue de l'Église Tel: 05 59 26 51 34). Very nice gastro 
restaurant

* - Chez Txamara (195 Chemin du Port Tel: 05 59 26 51 44) on the little port: 
friendy and good food

ST JEAN DE LUZ :

* - Le Kaiku (17 Rue de la République Tel: 05 59 26 13 20) In a XVI century
house, nice restaurant owned by Chef Nicolas Borombo. Recommended !

SOCOA / CIBOURE : 

on the port close to Fort de Socoa ( nice view)

* - Chez Margot (41 Avenue du Commandant Passicot Tel: 05 59 47 18 30) on 
the port and close to Fort de Socoa (nice view). It is an old house well known
for the sea food and fish. Authentic basque cuisine and very good welcome
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Inside the Basque country you can visit « l’atelier du 
piment » in the village of Espelette (Tel: 
05.59.93.88.86) 

Ramuntxo Pochelu will show you the various products
obtained from this local, subtle, chili pepper

Other ideas on www.tourisme64.com

In case of problem call me +33608077787


